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In this paper we give a simple proof as well as a generalization of the 
following theorem due to G. Bergman and L. Small CBS]. 
Let R be a prime p.i. ring, p.i.d.(R) = n, and let P be a prime ideal of R. 
Then n - p.i.d.(R/P) = I;= 1 ki p.i.d.(R/M,) where { ki} are non-negative 
integers, {Mi} are maximal ideals of R and p.i.d.( R) denotes the minimal 
size of matrices into which R can be embedded. 
The original proof is quite complicated, using (among other things) 
valuation theory. We refer the reader to Rowen’s [R] for a slightly simpler 
presentation. Also, the original proof neither gave estimates for ki nor 
showed any connection between the Mls, i = l,..., s. Our proof shows 
(Theorems 8 and 9) that for a ring slightly larger than R, T(R), the Mls 
can all be taken to relate to a fiber in T(R) lying over a unique maximal 
ideal m in the center Z( T(R)) of T(R). Moreover, we also get that 
CZ(T(R)/Mi)sep: Z(T(R)Yml d ki, i = l,..., s. 
Here, [ Lsep : F], denotes the separability degree of a field L over the sub- 
field F. In fact if P is a maximal ideal in T(R), m = P n Z( T( R)), then any 
other ideal M, maximal in T(R) and satisfying M n Z( T(R)) = m, will 
appear with a positive coefficient, ki, in the above mentioned summation. 
We have as a corollary that the number of prime ideals in T(R) contracting 
to a given prime in Z( T(R)) is finite and in fact is bounded by p.i.d.(R). 
The idea of the proof is quite simple: we transfer the question to the ring 
T(R) and then see how the characteristic polynomial of x E T(R) 
decomoses, regarded now as a polynomial function on T(R)/N(mT(R)). 
After the first version of this paper was completed, C. Procesi informed 
me that he had a similar idea in [P] in trying to generalize M. Artin’s 
theorem. His paper actually appeared earlier (1974) than the original 
Bergman and Small paper. He treats an easier case, however, 
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T(R) = K(xl,..., xt}, w  h ere K is an algebraically closed field, a case for 
which a simpler proof is also given by M. Artin and W. Schelter [Ar, SC]. 
Recently, L. Small informed me that he also obtained a short proof of 
Bergman and Small’s theorem. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper, R will always denote a prime p.i. (polynomial 
identity) ring (with 1 ), and thus by Posner’s theorem, R has a classical 
quotient ring, Q(R), which is a simple algebra of dimension n2 over its cen- 
ter [R, p. 531. We shall use the notation p.i.d.(R)=n, meaning that n is 
the minimal size of n x n matrices over a commutative ring into which R 
can be embedded. Following [S], [Am, Sm], and [R, p. 2081 T(R) will 
denote the “trace ring,” meaning the ring R[cj(x) 1 x E R, 1 < i < n], where 
ci(x) is the ith coefficient of the characteristic polynomial of x. It is stan- 
dard that T(R)( EQ(R)) is a prime p.i. ring, and also by [A] that 
T( T( R)) = T(R). For a more thorough description of T(R) one is referred 
to [S], [Am, Sm], and [R, p. 208 J. We use p.i. to mean polynomial iden- 
tity. Next, J(R) will denote the Jacobson radical of R and N(Z) will denote 
the nil radical of the ideal Z, namely, N(Z) = /I {PIP is a prime ideal of R}. 
Also 2 or Z(R) will denote the center of R. We shall denote by 
specA={P(P is a prime ideal of A) and maxspecA={M(M is a 
maximal ideal of A}. We shall frequently use M,(F) for h x h matrices over 
the field F. Let L be a field, Fc L, then we denote [L: F] = dim, L by Lsep 
the separable part of the extension L over F, and by L’ the algebraic 
closure of L. Let m E max spec Z(R), we shall use F for Z/m, and denote by 
R, the classical localization of R with respect to Z\m. Finally, N, iz will 
denote, respectively, the natural numbers and the integers, and 
SL(M,(F))= {yEM,(F)Idet(y)= l}. Recall [H] that SL(M,(F)) is 
generated by commutators. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let R be a prime p.i. ring, p.i.d.(R) = n, and assume that T(R) = R. Let 
m E max spec Z(R), and assume further that R/mR is finite dimensional 
over F, where F= Z/m is an infinite field. Let vr ,..., v, induce a basis 
v ,,..., 17~ of R/mR over F, and let x1 ,..., x, be commutative indeterminates. 
It is known (e.g., [A]) that 
(1) 
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where hi,(x) are polynomials in x r,..., xg, and ki,(u) are polynomials in 
{cj(ui)[j= l,..., n, i= l,..., gj. 
Let L be any commutative F algebra and let a E R/mR QF L, 
a= 2 aiUi, Cl,E L. 
i= 1 
We define 
f,(a) = C hjr(a) Ejr(")9 l<r<n. (2) 
Here I;,,(u) denotes the canonical image of l+(u) in R/mR. One observes 
that if X = Cfz 1 xici, thenf,.(l) is a polynomial in x1,..., xg with coefftcients 
in F. Moreover, 2 -j-r(X) X”- ’ + f2(Z) Y-* . *. *f”(X) is a polynomial in 
x1 ,..., xg with coefficients in F, which vanish, by the Cayley-Hamilton 
theorem, if (xi} are taken in F. Consequently, we obtain, since F is infinite, 
that 
a”-fi(a)a”-‘+f2(a)a”-2~~* *f,(a)=O, aER/mR QFL. (3) 
Similarly, we get 
and 
a”-fi(a)crn-‘+~2(a)a”-2~~~ +-,(a)=f”(a-a), 
aEL,aERJmRQ),L. (5) 
LEMMA 1. Let Lr, F be a field, and a E RJmR OF L, a’ = 0 for some t. 
Then fi(a) = 0, 1 < r < n. 
Proo$ Say f,(a) # 0 for some r, 1 < r < n. Then, there exists I in L’, the 
algebraic closure of L,I#O, satisfying A” -fi(a) A”-’ +f2(a) 
an-*.., &f,(a) =O. Consequently, using (5) f,(A -a) = 0. Now, a’= 0 
implies that A-a is invertible in RJmR QF L’. Let b E R/mR QF L’ be its 
inverse. Then, 
1 =f,(l)=f,((n-a)b)=f,O-a)f,(b)=O.f,(b)=O, 
a contradiction. Observe that the first equality is due to (5) and the third is 
due to (4). 
LEMMA 2. Let L be as in Lemma 1, a, b E RfmR QF L, and a-b E 
N(R/mR QF L). Then f,.(a) = f,.(b), 1 d r < n. 
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Proof There are infinitely many 2s in F so that 1 -a, 1 -b are inver- 
tible in R/mRQ,L. So A-b=(A-a)(l-(A-a)-‘(b-a))=(A--a) 
(l-d), where d=(1-a)-‘(b-a) and deN(R/mR@,L). Now, by 
Lemma 1, fi(d) = 0, 1~ i < n. Consequently, by (5), fn( 1 - d) = 1” -f,(d) 
In--l+f2(d) 1”-2... +f,(d) = 1. So, by (4)JS - b) =f,,(n - a)L(l - 4 = 
f,(A--a) 1 =f,(A-a). Consequently, by (5), An-f,(b) A”-‘... *f,(b)= 
A”-f,(a)A”-‘... &f,(a), an equality which holds for infinitely many R’s, 
and consequently fi(a) = f,(b), 1 < i < n. 
COROLLARY 3. Let B - R/mR QF LfN(R/mR BF L), 6~ B, and let 
b E R/mR aF L be a pre-image of 6. Then f,(b) zL.(b), 1 < i 6 n, is a well- 
definedfunction on B, satisfying (2), (3), (4), and (5). 
We now prove one of our main results. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R = A (a, ,..., ak} be a prime p.i, ring, A c Z(R), 
p.i.d.(R) = n, such that T(R) = R. Let m E max spec Z(R) with Zfm infinite, 
and N(mR)=r);=, Mi, M;Emaxspec R, 1 <iis. 
Then, 
(i) n = C;= i miki, where mi = p.i.d.(R/Mi), and 
(ii) ki> [Z(R/Mi),,+,: Z/m], i= l,..., s. 
Proof: We have, since R/mR is finite dimensional over F (e.g., [Br, 
Lemma l.l]), that B 3 RfmR OFF/N(R/mR QF F) is finite dimensional 
over F, and so B=C;=, Ci”‘=,QB,, where B@M,,(F), 
si > [Z(R/IM~),,~: Z/m], j= l,..., si, i= l,..., s. Given YE B, let y,= 
0 (v,w) +(i,i) C l,, 0 y, where 1 uw E lBUw. Also we define for all i, j 
gP’(v) ?tdYij)~ 16k<n, ZEBU. (6) 
We have, for each i and j, 
g:q y) # 0 iff det,,( y) # 0. (7) 
Indeed, say y is invertible, so 1, = y, yz; l. Consequently, g(“)(y) 
g~)(y-‘)=f,(y,,)f,(y,‘)=~~(~~y,‘)=f,(l.)= 1. To prove the op”posite 
direction, suppose gF)( y) # 0, then f,(yij) # 0. Now, by (3) and 
Corollary 3, y; - fi( yU) y$- * + . . . +fn(yii) = 0, implying, since f,(yii) E F, 
that yJand therefore y) is invertible. 
Let t be a variable, then by (2) and Corollary 3, f,( tii) E F [t], where 
tij= O(“,W)f(iJ)C 1.w 0 lvt, and F[t] is the polynomial ring in t over F. 
Now, 
t"=f,(t. lB)=fn @ 1 l..t -f n t- = fi fi f,($). 
( i,j Cl >- n(, ‘1 i=l j=1 
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So, since F[t] is a U.F.D., we obtain that f,(tij) = t’i, riiE N, i = l,..., s, 
j = l,..., si. Consequently, 
n= i fJ rii. 
i=l j=l 
(8) 
Let y E B, with det,,(y) # 0, and let p E F satisfying 1,~“~ = det,,( y). So, 
det,(y/p . 1 ii) = 1, implying, since B,r M,,(F), that y/p. 1, E SL(m,, B,). 
Hence y,/~~ E ( 1) x ... x (1) x SL(m,, B,) x (1) x .*a x (1). It is stan- 
dard that SL(m,, Fm,) is generated by commutators, yielding by (4) that 
Equivalently, 
1 ii gF)( y) = 1,~” = det,J y )‘““I, 
provided det B,,( y ) # 0. 
(9) 
Moreover, by (7) we get that (9) holds also for YE B,, with det,,(y) =O. 
Now, since det,Jy), l,gy)(y) are both polynomial maps on B,, (9) 
implies that m,( rii, i= l,..., s, j= l,..., si. Say rii = mitv, then by (8) 
n=i imitg=f:mi 
i=l j=l i= 1 
where 
ki= f ty>Sia [Z(R/Mi)sep: Z/m]. 
i=l 
Q.E.D. 
We would like to extend the results of Proposition 4 to a general prime 
p.i. ring R satisfying T(R) = R. To this end we need several reductions. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be a prime p.i. ring, p.i.d.(R) = n, T(R) = R, and 
m E max spec Z(R). Then N(mR) 6 M, n *. . n M,, where Mi E max spec R, 
i= 1 ,..., r, and r <n. 
Proof. We know by integrality that if ME max spec R and MzmR, 
then Mn Z(R) = m. We first assume that F= Z/m is infinite. Let 
Mi E max spec R, Mi n Z(R) = m, i = l,..., r. Then, RIM, n . . . n M, E 
R/M, @ . . . @ R/M,, and consequently, Z(R/M,n *.a nM,)z 
Z( RIM,) 0 . . . 0 ZWM,), are semi-simple algebras over F. It is easy to 
show [Bo] that there exists ti in Z(R/M, n . . * n M,) so that its minimal 
polynomial over F is of degree bigger (or equal) than CT=, d,, where 
di = CZ(NMi)sep : F]. Let a be a pre-image of ii in R. Then, a and con- 
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sequently 5 satisfies, by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, a polynomial of 
degree n over F. So, by minimality, 
n> i d;B i l=r. 
r=l i= I 
We now settle the general case. Adding a new variable t to R, one can 
easily check that R[t] is a prime .Z(R[t])=Z[t], T(R[t])=R[t], and 
p.i.d.(R[t]) = n. Also, if MnZ(R)=m, MEspec R, then M[~]E 
spec R[t], m[t] EspecZ[t], and if we localize Z[t] with respect 
to Z[t]\m[t] =s, we have that m[t],Emax specZ[t],, M[~],E 
maxspec R[t], (by integrality), and M[t],nZ[t],=m[t],. Most impor- 
tantly, Z[t]Jm[tlS is an infinite field, and we can repeat the previous 
argument. 
Remark. A similar result is proved in [BS, Lemma 1.23, where the 
assumption “T(R) = R” is replaced by the requirement that R is a finite- 
dimensional torsion free module over a valuation ring. 
LEMMA 6. Let R be a prime p.i. ring, T(R) = R, and A G R is a subring 
satisfying: 
(i) Z=Z(R)=Z(A), 
(ii) Q(R) = Q(A 1, 
(iii) zf ME max spec R then Mn A E max spec A. 
Then, for every P E max spec A, there exists ME max spec R, so that 
MnA=P. 
Proof By (ii) one gets that A is prime and p.i.d.(A) = p.i.d.(R) = n. 
Also, Z(A) = Z = Z( T(R)) implies that T(A) = A. 
Let m = P n Z. We may assume that Z is local with maximal ideal m. 
Now, by Proposition 5, N(mA) = n:= 1 Pi, r < n, where P,~max spec A, 
i = l,..., r. Say P= P,. Also, by the same reasoning N(mR) = n;= 1 Mi, 
s < n, Mie max spec R, i= l,..., s. Say P # Min A, i= l,..., s. Then, by (iii) 
and incomparability, P + n;= r (Min A) = A. So, we find x E P and x is 
invertible mod(n;= 1 (Min A)). Consequently, x is invertible 
mod( n;= 1 Mi), that is, x is invertible mod J(R) (N(mR) = J(R), since 
Z= Z, and R is integral over Z). So x is invertible in R. Let ye R with 
xy = 1, then det(x) det( y) = 1 and therefore det(x)-’ = det(y) E: Z = 
Z( T(R)). Thus, 
X -‘= $-(y-l - tr(x) x’+* + *.a ) det(x)-’ E A, 
a contradiction, since x E P. 
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COROLLARY 7. Let R = T(R) be a prime p.i. ring, m E max spec Z, 
Z = Z,, and N(mR) = n;= 1 Mi, Mi E max spec R, i = l,..., r. Then, there 
exists a subring A c R, so that: 
(i) A = Z{d,,..., d,), 
(ii) A is prime, Q(A) = Q(R), Z(A) = Z(R), p.i.d.(A) =p.i.d.(R), 
(iii) maxspecA={MinAIi=l,...,r}, 
(iv) p.i.d.(A/MinA)=p.i.d.(R/Mi), i= l,..., r, 
(v) [Z(A/Min A),,p: Z/m] = [Z(R/M,),,,: Z/m], i= l,..., r. 
Proof. One can easily find dl,..., d,,z a basis of Q(R) over Z( Q(R)) so 
that didj = C aijkdk where aiikE Z, i, j, k = l,..., n2. Taking now 
A = Z(dl ,..., d,z). will establish (i) and (ii). Likewise, by adding to A more 
elements ( y,,}, s = l,..., r, t = l,..., k,, ki = p.i.d.(R/Mi)2, where yil ,..., yiki is a 
pre-image of a basis of R/M, over Z(R/M,), we can grant that 
Z(A/M, n A) E Z(R/M,). Finally, we add to Z{d, ,..., d,z}, fi ,..., f,, z1 ,..., z,, 
where f, is an evaluation of Formanek’s polynomial on R which is inver- 
tible mod Mi, with inverse zi. Now, by the Artin-Procesi theorem 
A/M, n A is Azumaya with center Z(A/Mi n A) c Z( R/M,) and therefore a 
domain. Moreovr, since R/M, is integral over the field Z/m we must have 
that Z(A/M,n A) is a field. Consequently A/M, n A is simple (being 
Azumaya with center a field) and therefore Min A E max spec A, as well as 
p.i.d.(A/Mi n A) = p.i.d.(R/Mi), i = l,..., r. All the conditions of Lemma 6 
are satisfied and therefore max spec A = (M,n A ( i= l,..., r> establishing 
(iii). Part (v), which we leave as an exercise, is established by adding a few 
more, actually r, elements to A. 
We now prove one of our main results. 
THEOREM 8. Let R be a prime p.i. ring, p.i.d.(R) = n, T(R) = R. Let 
p~specz, Z={PIPES~~~R,P~Z(R)=~}, IZ(=s. Then: 
(i) n=C;=l miki, where m,=p.i.d.(R/P,), Pi~Z, and 
(ii) k,> [Z(R,/P,),,,: ZJP,], i = l,..., s. 
Proof By adding a new variable t to R and localizing with respect to 
Z[t]\p[t] we may assume, exactly in the same way as we did at the end of 
Proposition 5, that p E max spec Z, Z = Z,,, and that Z/p is an infinite field. 
Now, by Corollary 7, we may assume that R = Z(d,,..., dk}. Consequently, 
we may apply Proposition 4. 
Remark. We don’t know if [Z(RJP,),,,: ZJP,] ( ki is true for 
i= l,..., s. 
As a Corollary one gets the Bergman-Small additivity principle. 
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THEOREM 9 (Bergman-Small). Let R be a prime pi. ring, P E spec R. 
Then p.i.d.(R)-p.i.d.(R/P)=C;=, kip.i.d.(R/Mi), where Miemaxspec R, 
ki > 0, i = I,..., S. 
Proof It is a trivial reduction (e.g., [R, p. 96, reduction 11) to replace 
Mi with Qi E spec R, provided we prove the new statement for any prime 
homomorphic image of R. So, we shall prove the weaker statement (with 
Qi replacing Mi) by induction on Z(P) z p.i.d.(R) - p.i.d.(R/P). The case 
l(P) = 0 is clear. Let P’ c P, P’ E spec R, be minimal to satisfy p.i.d.(R/P) = 
p.i.d.(R/P’) (by Zorn’s Lemma there is such). So we may assume that if 
P” c P, P” E spec R, then p.i.d.(R/P”) > p.i.d.(R/P). We separate two cases. 
Suppose first that there exists Q E spec R satisfying p.i.d.(R) 4 p.i.d. 
(R/Q) 3 p.i.d.(R/P), then p.i.d.(R/Q) - p.i.d.(R/Q/P/Q) = /(P/Q) $ l(P), 
and also I(Q) $ I(P). So, by applying the induction assumption twice we 
iset that I(P/Q)=Cf=, kjp.i.d.(R/Qi), r(Q)=C;=,+l kip.i.d.(R/Q,), 
Qi~spec R, k;E N u {0}, i= l,..., s. 
Now, adding the last two equalities, one gets that p.i.d.(R)- 
p.i.d.(R/P) = /(P/Q) + f(Q) = C;=, ki p.i.d.(R/Qi), ki E N u (O}, as required. 
If there is not such a prime Q, then by [Am, Sm, Theorem 2.6(ii)], there 
exists P’ E spec T(R), satisfying p.i.d.( R/P) = p.i.d.( T( R)/P’) and P’ n R = P. 
We now use the results of Theorem 8 and get that f(P) = l(P’) = CT=, ki 
p.i.d.( T(R)/MI), MI E max spec T(R), i = l,..., s. Consequently, let 
Q;=MjnR, i= l,..., s. Then, since Qi E spec R and p.i.d.(R/Qi) = 
p.i.d.( T( R)/M,!), i = l,..., s, we get the required result. 
As was indicated in Theorem 8, the case T(R) = R displays a better con- 
nection between the Mj’s and the k,‘s than the general case does 
(Theorem 8). A better knowledge of kj (in both cases) seems to be of 
importance. 
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